NA90 152 NL 2 EXTRA
NS CLEVELAND OHIO 13

HON H H LEHMAN
ALBANY NY

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND A CONFERENCE OF GOVERNORS OF THE GREAT LAKES STATES AT THE UNION CLUB IN CLEVELAND AT TEN O'CLOCK MONDAY MAY EIGHTEENTH AS GUEST GREAT LAKES EXPOSITION

ALL EXPENSES OF TRIP TO BE PAID BY EXPOSITION STOP MEETING CALLED TO ACQUAINT YOU WITH EXTENT AND IMPORTANCE OF EXPOSITION NOW NEARING COMPLETION ON ONE HUNDRED FIFTY CARS OUR LAKE FRONT TO OPEN JUNE TWENTY SEVENTH STOP THIS WILL GIVE OPPORTUNITY TO CONSIDER YOUR STATES PARTICIPATION IN RELATION TO OTHER STATES.
A90/2 NL NS CLVD LEHMAN ALBANY NY

JOINING WITH GOVERNOR DAVEY AND OHIO STOP EXPOSITION WILL ADVANCE BUSINESS AND COMMERCIAL PROSPERITY OF ENTIRE DISTRICT REQUIRING EXPENDITURE AGGREGATING SEVERAL MILLION DOLLARS STOP PLEASE REGARD IT YOUR EXPOSITION ALTHOUGH OUR RESPONSIBILITY STOP IF UNABLE TO ATTEND KINDLY SEND REPRESENTATIVE STOP PLEASE WIRE ACCEPTANCE AND TIME OF ARRIVAL TO EDWARD A ROBERTS GREAT LAKES EXPOSITION TERMINAL TOWER CLEVELAND STOP PROMPT REPLY REQUESTED AS PROGRAM BEING ARRANGED

HAROLD H BURTON MAYOR DUDLEY S BLOSSOM CHAIRMAN.